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Bennie has come up with Pimp Hop and that's what he's doing 15 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP

HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Bennie Owens The Best Thang Going Bennie Lee Owens, Jr. is a young

man busting on the scene with his self proclaimed new style of music called Pimp Hop! He has blazed the

mic in Montana and has engineered in Inglewood, CA. Originally from Richmond, CA has recently moved

to Concord, CA, where he is the big man on campus at the local college, taking every musical class they

have to offer. He is already a certified engineer for all Protools programs as well as Reasons. Bennie also

believes he has an upper hand on the industry because he has his own studio and is there 24/7. He has

mastered the art of engineering himself in order to receive his own sound that no one can blame on a

poor studio session. He has recorded song after song for the last three years straight and has compile a

library of music so huge that he has seven albums ready to go. Planning to release the first three and call

that the Pimpin Trilogy, with the titles of Polite Pimpin, Absolutely Pimpin and Still Pimpin, Bennie is ready

to take the world by storm! Bennie has recorded with and for many artists such as Mike Marshal, Lil Ric,

Grope 1, Tequila, E Dominant, Wasaname An Em, Rell from A.M.W. an many more local legends. On this

first project, Polite Pimpin, there are 16 smoothed out tracks with a couple of calabos with up and coming

artists such as Jason Drisker, Pancake and Vanessa Nicole who will be coming out on Bennies new label

Owens Entertainment. Known for his knowledge of music from the books, Bennie talks with the tongue of

a pimp and all his folks love him for it, even moms. Bennie runs all his tunes through his momma to make

sure his pimpish lyrics have jazzy beats. The music has been tested by all age groups and they all love it!

And speaking of beats, the Pimp Trilogy is laced with slumper after slumper, most of Bennies beats come

from Traxx (aka Kanye West of the West) who is a well know Bay Area producer who has made his way

through the bay fasho!
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